SUSTAINABLE
SHERSTON
BACKGROUND
The benefits or cycling and walking, as opposed to transport in cars and buses
have long been known, both for the environment in reducing CO2 emissions
and noxious NOX gases and also for public health by increasing exercise levels
in the population. (ref: ECF report 2018, https://ecf.com/sites/ecf.com/files/
TheBenefitsOfCycling2018.pdf )
There are a number of converging initiatives which give us an opportunity to
promote cycling:
•

Studies by the UK Department for Transport have shown that the cost
benefit of cycling is huge. There is a return of £5.50 on every £1 spent. (ref:
Page 15 - https://ecf.com/sites/ecf.com/files/EUCS_full_doc_small_file.pdf )

•

Wiltshire Council are working to reallocate road space to prioritise cycling
and walking (following recent guidance from the Department of Transport
to reallocate road space in response to COVID-19). There is budget available
to make interim changes and the council have requested an input of ideas.
(using the email address integrated.transport@wiltshire.gov.uk)

•

Malmesbury Climate Action Network are looking at enhancing sustainable
transport links with outlying villages

•

The efficiency and range of electric bikes is ever increasing and the price is
coming down fast. (ref; Cycling Weekly review: https://
www.cyclingweekly.com/group-tests/best-electric-bikes-need-know-ebikes-322613

•

During the lockdown cycling has been a growth leisure activity as a way of
getting exercise. Specifically the use of the Foxley Road by cyclists of all
descriptions, between Sherston and Malmesbury has increased

dramatically. The part of the road between Foxley (at the turn-oﬀ to Norton)
and Malmesbury is already a designated route on the Sustrans National
Cycle Network (Route 254), which means that it already meets the criteria
for a ‘quiet-way’ section of road, where traffic speed and flows are
sufficiently low. Visibility should also comply with design guidance for
comfortable sharing of the carriageway

PROPOSAL
To promote and sign a cycling route between Sherston and Malmesbury which
is both safe and feels safe to cyclists.
There are two main alternatives:
1) the B4040, which can be dismissed quite quickly as traffic speeds and
visibility on some of the blind bends give cause for major alarm amongst the
cyclists we are trying to encourage (e.g. school children, commuters trying
to reduce their carbon footprint and leisure users); this is 5.2 miles.
2) the route between Easton Town and Easton Town Farm, the lane between
Pinkney Wood and Old Wood, the Foxley Road all the way to Dark Lane,
where it joins the B4040 in Malmesbury; this route is also 5.2.miles!
The key part to making the Foxley Road route a more attractive proposition for
people shopping in Malmesbury, commuting to and fro or going to school (e.g.
Malmesbury School) is the perception of safety.
As mentioned above generally traffic speeds and flows are low, but there are
exceptions; fast traffic is sometimes experienced and this can be very alarming
to cyclists, on a narrow lane with steep verges in parts and with tall grass verges
in other parts.
Extra signage along the whole length of the route would reinforce the need for
drivers to be cautious and on the look out for cyclists. This could be via painted
cycle shapes on the road surface itself, diﬀerent colours on the road and via
extra cycle route signs on posts along the way. Further Highways advice would
be needed to ascertain what is possible and what is legal here.
However, examples of signage could be as shown here:

NEXT STEPS
Suggested next steps:
•

test support for proposal amongst Sustainable Sherston supporters

•

inform Malmesbury Climate Action Network that we are working on this
proposal

•

inform Wiltshire Council that we see value in this proposal to encourage
more cycling and to meet their Zero Carbon targets

•

Inform Sherston Parish Council that we are working on this proposal and
would like their support
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